Abstract. Given a framed quiver, i.e. one with a frozen vertex associated to each mutable vertex, there is a concept of green mutation, as introduced by Keller. Maximal sequences of such mutations, known as maximal green sequences, are important in representation theory and physics as they have numerous applications, including the computations of spectrums of BPS states, Donaldson-Thomas invariants, tilting of hearts in the derived category, and quantum dilogarithm identities. In this paper, we study such sequences and construct a maximal green sequence for every quiver mutation-equivalent to an orientation of a type A Dynkin diagram.
Introduction
A very important problem in cluster algebra theory, with applications to polyhedral combinatorics and the enumeration of BPS states in string theory, is to determine when a given quiver has a maximal green sequence. In particular, it is open to decide which cluster algebras from surfaces admit a maximal green sequence, although progress for surfaces with boundary has been made in the physics literature [1] . Therein, they give heuristics for exhibiting maximal green sequences for cluster algebras from surfaces with boundaries. For other surfaces, such as the once-punctured torus, maximal green sequences do not necessarily exist, and it is still unknown the exact set of surfaces such that the corresponding cluster algebra admits a maximal green sequence.
Additionally, even for cases where the existence of maximal green sequences is known, the problem of exhibiting, classifying or counting maximal green sequences, even for type A is still open. (By a quiver of type A, we mean any quiver mutation-equivalent to an orientation of a type A Dynkin diagram.) See [4] for work on this for cluster algebras of type A for small rank. In the case where Q is acyclic, one can find a maximal green sequence of lengthˇˇQ 0ˇb y mutating at sources and iterating until all vertices have been mutated exactly once. However, even in the smallest non-acyclic case, e.g. A 3 , the smallest maximal green sequence is of length 4 and describing the collection of maximal green sequences is mysterious. See Section 8.4 for more details. With an eye towards better understanding such sequences, in this paper we explicitly construct a maximal green sequence for every quiver of type A.
In Section 2, we begin with background on quivers and their mutations. Section 3 describes how to decompose quivers into direct sums of strongly connected components, which we call irreducible quivers. As shown in Propositions 3.7 and 3.13, to construct a maximal green sequence of a quiver, it suffices to construct maximal green sequences for each of its irreducible components.
For type A quivers, irreducible quivers have an especially nice form as a tree of 3-cycles, as described by Corollary 4.2. This allows us to restrict our attention to embedded irreducible quivers of type A, which are constructed in detail in Section 4. With this construction in mind, we construct a special maximal green sequence for every embedded, irreducible quiver of type A in Section 5, which we call an associated mutation sequence. This brings us to the main theorem of the paper, Theorem 5.7. Section 5.2 also highlights how the results of Section 3 can be combined with Theorem 5.7 to get maximal green sequences for any quiver of type A.
The proof of Theorem 5.7 is broken into two parts. Section 6 includes technical Lemmas and introduces notation that is used in Section 7 for the proof. In particular, in Section 6.1, we exactly describe the permutations (with respect to the frozen vertices) that are induced by applying a maximal green sequence to an embedded irreducible quiver of type A. This is a result that may be of independent interest and is used in our proof of Theorem 5.7. Finally, Section 8 ends with further remarks and ideas for future directions, including extensions to cluster algebras of other surfaces.
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Preliminaries and Notation
The reader may find excellent surveys on the theory of cluster algebras and maximal green sequences in [4, 8] . For our purposes, we recall a few of the relevant definitions.
A quiver is a finite directed graph with no 2-cycles nor loops. By convention, we assume the vertices of Q, denoted as pQq 0 are rN s " t1, 2, . . . , N u, and the edges of Q, denoted as pQq 1 , are referred to as arrows. The mutation of a quiver (at vertex k), denoted µ k , produces a new quiver µ k Q by the three step process:
(1) For every 2-path i Ñ k Ñ j, adjoin a new arrow i Ñ j.
(2) Reverse the direction of all arrows incident to k. (3) Delete any 2-cycles created during the first two steps. Following references such as [4, Section 2.3] , given a quiver Q on vertices rN s, we form the framed quiver associated to Q by adjoining, to Q, the vertices rN 1 s " t1 1 , 2 1 , . . . , N 1 u and the arrows i Ñ i 1 for 1 ď i ď N . We denote this as p Q. Since we never allow mutation at this second set of vertices, we refer to the elements of rN 1 s as frozen vertices. We also let q Q denote the analogous quiver on vertices rN s Y rN 1 s with arrows i 1 Ñ i instead. This is known as the co-framed quiver associated to Q. For any other quiver on vertices rN s Y rN 1 s with more complicated incidences of arrows, we will use the notation Q, reserving p Q and q Q for the above two situations.
Given a mutation sequence ν of a quiver Q (or Q) we define the support of ν, denoted supppνq, to be the set of vertices of Q appearing in ν. Also, we define the support of a vector v P Z N to be the set of indices i P rN s such that the ith entry of v is nonzero. More generally, we define the support of an element v of a finitely generated, free Z-module M (with a fixed basis) to be the set of indices i P rN s where N is the number of generators of M such that the ith entry of v is nonzero. Additionally, given a subset S Ă pQq 0 , define S 1 :" tx 1 : x P Su to be the set of corresponding frozen vertices.
A vertex i of Q Ă Q is said to be green (resp. red) if all arrows from rN 1 s incident to i point away from (resp. towards) i. Note that all vertices of p Q are green and all vertices of q Q are red. By the Sign-Coherence of cand g-vectors for cluster algebras [6, Theorem 1.7] , it follows that even after mutation, each vertex of Q is either red or green.
Let µ " µ i d˝¨¨¨˝µ i1 be a mutation sequence of p Q. Define tQ pkq u kě0 to be the sequence of quivers where Q p0q " p Q and Q pjq "`µ ij˝¨¨¨˝µi1˘´p Q¯. (In particular, throughout this paper, we apply a sequence mutations in order from right-to-left.) A green sequence of p Q is a mutation sequence µ with supppµq Ď Q such that µ ij " i is a green vertex of p Q pj´1q for each 1 ď j ď k.
Sequence µ is a maximal green sequence if it is a green sequence such that in the final quiver Q pdq , vertices 1, 2, . . . , N are all red. In other words, Q pdq contains no green vertices. Following [4] , we let greenpQq denote the set of maximal green sequences for p Q. Proposition 2.10 of [4] shows that any maximal green sequence µ permutes the vertices of Q, i.e. p Q pdq " | Qσ for some permutation σ P S N . We call this the permutation induced by µ.
Direct Sums of Quivers
In this section, we define a direct sum of quivers. We also show that, under certain restrictions, if a quiver Q can be written as a direct sum of quivers where each summand has a maximal green sequence, then the maximal green sequences of the summands can be concatenated in some way to give a maximal green sequence for Q. Throughout this section, we let Q 1 and Q 2 be finite quivers with N 1 and N 2 vertices, respectively. Furthermore, we assume pQ 1 q 0 " rN 1 s and pQ 2 q 0 " rN 1`1 , N 1`N2 s.
Definition 3.1. Let ta 1 , . . . , a k u denote an ordered k-multiset on pQ 1 q 0 and tb 1 , . . . , b k u a k-multiset on pQ 2 q 0 . We define the direct sum of Q 1 and Q 2 , denoted Q 1 ' pb1,...,b k q pa1,...,a k q Q 2 , to be the quiver with verticeś
We say that Q 1 ' pb1,...,b k q pa1,...,a k q Q 2 is a t-colored direct sum if t " #tdistinct elements of ta 1 . . . , a k uu and there does not exist i and j such thatˇˇ#
Remark 3.2. The direct sum of two quivers is a non-associative operation as is shown in Example 3.4. Definition 3.3. We say that a quiver Q is irreducible if
for some ordered k-multiset ta 1 . . . , a k u on pQ 1 q 0 and some k-multiset tb 1 , . . . , b k u on pQ 2 q 0 implies that Q 1 " 0 or Q 2 " 0.
Example 3.4. Let Q denote the quiver shown below. Define Q 1 to be the full subquiver of Q on the vertices 1, . . . , 4, Q 2 to be the full subquiver of Q on the vertices 6, . . . , 11, and Q 3 to be the full subquiver of Q on the vertex 5. Note that Q 1 , Q 2 , and Q 3 are each irreducible. Then 
where the last equality does not hold because Q 1 ' p5, 8, 11, 8, 9 ,11q p1,1,1,3,4,4q Q 2 is not defined as 5 is not a vertex of Q 2 . This shows that the direct sum of two quivers, in the sense of this paper, is not associative. 
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For the remainder of this section, we will consider a quiver Q with summands Q 1 and
be a mutation sequence of p Q, and tQ pkq u kě0 be the sequence of quivers as above. We will also write Q Lemma 3.5. Let µ be a mutation sequence of Q supported on Q 1 . For any x P pQ
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. If k " 0, no mutations have been applied so we have the result.
Suppose the result holds for Q pk´1q and we will show that the result also holds for Q pkq . We can write Q pkq " µ y Q pk´1q for some y P pQ 1 q 0 . Let x be any vertex of Q 1 . If x is not connected to y in Q pk´1q , then we have αpx, b i , kq " αpx, b i , k´1q for all i P rrs by induction. If x " y, then αpx, b i , kq "´αpx, b i , k´1q for all i P rrs so by induction we have the result. Suppose x is connected to y in Q pk´1q . The number αpx, b i , k´1q will only differ from αpx, b i , kq if in Q pk´1q , the local configuration y αpy,bi,k´1q
appears with αpx, y, k´1q, αpy, b i , k´1q both strictly positive or both strictly negative. Assume this is the case. Then, by induction, if the above configuration appears for some i P rrs, then it will appear for all i P rrs. In other words, by induction, we will have that mpx, k´1q " αpx, b i , k´1q for all i P rrs and mpy, k´1q " αpy, b i , k´1q for all i P rrs for some integers mpx, k´1q and mpy, k´1q. Thus in Q pkq , we have αpx, b i , kq " mpx, k´1qὰ px, y, k´1qmpy, k´1q for all i P rrs. Since the right hand side of this equation does not depend on i, we have obtained the desired result.
Lemma 3.5 implies that for any x P pQ pkq 1 q 0 and any k ě 0, there exists an integer mpx, kq such that αpx, b i , kq " mpx, kq for all i P rrs.
The next Lemma gives a "Sign-Coherence" result for the arrows connecting Q 1 to Q 2 in Q.
Lemma 3.6. Let x, a P pQ 1 q 0 . Recall that a 1 P´x Q 1¯0 is the frozen vertex corresponding to a and let µ be a mutation sequence supported on Q 1 . For any k ě 0 and any x P pQ pkq 1 q 0 , αpx, a 1 , kq " mpx, kq.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, it is enough to prove that αpx, a 1 , kq " mpx, kq " αpx, b 1 , kq. The desired result holds for k " 0 since we assume Q is a 1-colored direct sum with all b i 's distinct. Now suppose that the result holds for all ă k where k is given. Let x be a vertex of Q pkq 1 with αpx, a 1 , kq " m. Suppose Q pkq " µ y Q pk´1q for some y P pQ 1 q 0 . There are three cases to consider:
Case iq x " y Case iiq x is connected to y and sgnpαpx, y, k´1qq " sgnpαpy, b 1 , k´1qq Case iiiq x is connected to y and sgnpαpx, y, k´1qq ‰ sgnpαpy, b 1 , k´1qq or x is not connected to y. We need some additional preparation before presenting the proof of Proposition 3.7. The proof of Proposition 3.7 can be found at the end of the next section. for each i P rss and all P rr i s. For each i P rss, P rr i s assign what we will call a color to the arrows
by defining a function f on the arrows connecting Q 1 to Q 2 into the natural numbers such that f pαpi, i" f pαpj, j 1if and only if i " j. Thus we will say that the arrows αpi, i q : a i Ñ b piq i have color f i and we will refer to f as a coloring function on Q. It is easy to see that a quiver Q is a t-colored direct sum if and only if there exists a coloring function f associated to Q that takes on exactly t distinct values.
The following more general results about t-colored direct sums are general enough to encompass all quivers coming from triangulated surfaces because as the following Lemma shows we will not have a double arrow connecting two summands and because a vertex in such a quiver has at most two outgoing arrows. Proof. Since Q comes from a triangulated surface, there exists a block decomposition tR j u jPrms of Q by Theorem 13.3 in [FST] . By definition of the blocks, α 1 and α 2 come from distinct blocks. Without loss of generality, α 1 is an arrow of R 1 and α 2 is an arrow of R 2 . Furthermore, in R i with i " 1, 2 we must have that spα i q and tpα i q are outlets. Thus R i with i " 1, 2 is of type I, II, or IV, but by assumption R 1 and R 2 are not both of type I. When we glue the R 1 to R 2 to using the identifications associated with Q, a case by case analysis shows that there exists a path of length 2 from b to a. Furthermore, the vertices corresponding to a and b are no longer outlets. Thus attaching the remaining R j 's will not delete any arrows from this path.
Corollary 3.9. If Q is defined by a triangulated surface (with 1 connected component) and Q is not irreducible, then Q is a t-colored direct sum for some t P N.
In what follows we let Q " Q 1 ' Q 2 . Let µ be a mutation sequence of Q supported on Q 1 , and let tQ pkq u kě0 denote the sequence of quivers appearing from mutations of µ. Now fix a coloring f of the edges connecting Q 1 to Q 2 as described above. Additionally, define αpx, b
Thus Q is an s-colored quiver with αpa j , b pjq i , f j , 0q " 1 for all P rr j s and for all j P rss. 
Also, the figure below shows how a coloring function f on Q can be defined. 
The proof of the following Lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 3.5 so we omit it.
Lemma 3.11. For any k ě 0, for any x P´Q pkq 1¯0 and for any j P rss, there is an integer mpx, f j , kq such that αpx, b pjq i , f j , kq " mpx, f j , kq for all P rr j s. The proof of the following "Sign-Coherence" Lemma for t-colored quivers is essentially the same as that of Lemma 3.6 so we omit it. 
ppaq¨σ1,paq¨σ1,...,paq¨σ1q pb1,...,b k qQ 1 σ 1w here the last equality holds because µ 1 x Q 1 "Q 1 σ 1 -| Q 1 (as µ 1 P green pQ 1 q) and because by Lemma 3.6 all arrows from Q 1 to Q 2 must point to
ppaq¨σ1,paq¨σ1,...,paq¨σ1q pb1,...,b k qQ 1 σ 1 is a k-colored direct sum. Also, notice that since µ 1 is supported on Q 1 and µ 1 P green pQ 1 q, we have only performed mutations at green vertices in the process of applying µ 1 .
Next, µ 2 x Q 2 "Q 2 σ 2 -| Q 2 (as µ 2 P green pQ 2 q) and by Lemma 3.12 all arrows from Q 2 to Q 1 must point to Q 2 in´µ 2˝µ1¯´p Q¯. Also, note that by Lemma 3.12 any mutation µ x appearing in µ 2 will not add any arrows from Q 1 to Q 2 and thus in the process of applying µ 2 to x Q 2 ' ppaq¨σ1,paq¨σ1,...,paq¨σ1q pb1,...,b k qQ 1 σ 1 no vertices in Q 1 become green. Thus we have
Notice that µ 2 is supported on Q 2 and µ 2 P green pQ 2 q so we have only performed mutations at green vertices in the process of applying µ 2 . Thus µ 2˝µ1 is a green mutation sequence of Q 1 ' pb1,...,b k q pa,...,aq Q 2 . Now it is easy to see that The proof of Proposition 3.13 is nearly identical to that of Proposition 3.7 so we omit it.
Embedded, Irreducible Type A Quivers
In this section, we define irreducible type A quivers and present some basic facts about them. We will then define and discuss embedded, irreducible type A quivers.
4.1. Properties of Irreducible Type A Quivers. We will use the following result. Any vertex has at most four neighbors.
iii)
If a vertex has four neighbors, then two of its adjacent arrows belong to one 3-cycle, and the other two belong to another 3-cycle.
iv)
If a vertex has exactly three neighbors, then two of its adjacent arrows belong to a 3-cycle, and the third arrow does not belong to any 3-cycle.
Corollary 4.2. Besides the quiver of type A 1 , the irreducible quivers of type A are exactly those quivers Q obtained by gluing together a finite number of Type II blocks tS i u iPrns in such a way that the only cycles in Q are those oriented 3-cycles determined by a block S i .
Definition 4.3. Let Q be an irreducible type A quiver with at least one 3-cycle. Define a leaf 3-cycle in Q to be a 3-cycle in Q that is connected to at most one other 3-cycle in Q. We define a root 3-cycle to be a chosen leaf 3-cycle.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose Q is an irreducible type A quiver with at least one 3-cycle. Then Q has a leaf 3-cycle.
Proof. If Q has exactly one 3-cycle R, then Q " R is a leaf 3-cycle. If Q is obtained from the Type II blocks tS i u iPrns , consider the block S i1 . If S i1 is connected to only one other 3-cycle, then S i1 is a leaf 3-cycle. If S i1 is connected to more than one 3-cycle, let S i2 denote one of the 3-cycles to which S i1 is connected. If S i2 is only connected to S i1 , then S i2 is a leaf 3-cycle. Otherwise, there exists a 3-cycle S i3 ‰ S i1 connected to S i2 . By Lemma 4.1 there are no non-trivial cycles in the underlying graph of Q besides those determined by the blocks tS i u iPrns so this process will end. Thus Q has a leaf 3-cycle.
Let pQ, Sq denote an irreducible type A quiver Q with at least one 3-cycle and S denotes a leaf 3-cycle in Q. We will define an embedding ρ of Q in the plane, which is defined once we choose S as the root 3-cycle. We will call the data pQ, S, ρq an embedded, irreducible type A quiver with respect to S, which we will denote as Q. The quiver Q is determined by the number of 3-cycles it has and by the identifications made to glue those 3-cycles together. To define this embedding, we will explain how to embed any number of 3-cycles allowing only identifications such that the result will be an irreducible type A quiver.
Let T be a labelled quiver that is an oriented 3-cycle with exactly one arrow between any two vertices. We consider the following two embeddings of T in the plane.
In the sequel, we will always be referring to an oriented 3-cycle when we use the word 3-cycle. If we embed T in the plane as the quiver on the left (respectively, right), we say T i is upward-pointing (downward-pointing).
In what follows we will often suppress the vertex labels of the quivers we are considering. To obtain an embedded, irreducible type A quiver Q with exactly one 3-cycle we define Q :" T 1 with T 1 upward-pointing. Thus in what follows we assume that the desired irreducible type A quiver has more than one 3-cycle. Begin with the abstract quiver Q embedded as shown below with respect to the root 3-cycle T 1 . As discussed above we write Q to denote this embedded quiver.
The quiver Q has 3-cycles labeled by T 1 and T 2 and where a 1 and a 2 denote outlets in the sense of [7, Section 13] . By convention, we assume the vertices of T 1 are no longer outlets. We will build up an irreducible type A quiver from Q. We can attach additional 3-cycles at the outlets subject to the following rules.
If we have a downward-pointing 3-cycle T i , for i ě 2,
we can attach an upward-pointing 3-cycle T i`1 to outlet a 1 to get
or we can attach a downward-pointing 3-cycle T i`1 to outlet a 2 to geẗ
Similarly, if we have an upward-pointing 3-cycle T i , for i ě 3,
Ti
o o with outlets a 1 and a 2 we can attach an upward-pointing 3-cycle T i`1 to a 2 to obtain
or we can attach a downward-pointing 3-cycle T i`1 to a 1 to obtain
Suppose we have obtained a quiver R with n 3-cycles built up from Q using rules described above. For the moment, we will only attach 3-cycles in such a way that no 3-cycle has 3-cycles attached to all three of its vertices. In this situation, we say that R has a single branch. We observe that the 3-cycles that make up R inherit a labeling by rns from the construction of R. Thus R consists of 3-cycles T 1 , . . . , T n .
It will be helpful to define an ordering on the vertices of R. If v P pRq 0 , then define ipvq " j where v is a vertex of T j . Note that given u, v P pRq 0 , u and v belong to the same 3-cycle of R if and only if ipuq " ipvq. If T j is an upward-pointing 3-cycle in R we set x j ă y j ă z j . If T j is a downward-pointing 3-cycle in R we set x j ă z j ă y j . Now given u, v P pRq 0 , we say that u ă v if ipuq ă ipvq or ipuq " ipvq and u ă v as elements of the same 3-cycle. We will call this ordering of the vertices of R the standard ordering.
Remark 4.5. In Section 7, we will define matrices in Z Nˆ2N that will describe connections between vertices of an embedded, irreducible type A quiver Q with N vertices after applying certain sequences of mutation to Q. These matrices will have rows indexed by the mutable vertices of Q and columns indexed by the mutable vertices and frozen vertices of p Q. We will use the standard ordering to order the rows and columns of these matrices.
Let a 1 , . . . , a denote the outlets of R where we have indexed the outlets so that i ă j if and only if a i ą a j in the standard ordering. We can describe the outlets of R explicitly by considering separately the cases where T n is upward-pointing and where T n is downward-pointing. Let J n be the set of elements i P r2, n´1s where T i`1 is upward-pointing. More generally, we define J r,s to be the set of elements i P rr`1, s´1s where T i`1 is upward-pointing. Then J n " J 1,n . Now we have the following two cases describing the outlets of R. If T n is upward-pointing
If T n is downward-pointing a 1 " y n , a 2 " z n , a 3 " z max Jn , . . . , a j " z max Jnztipa3q,...,ipaj´1qu , . . . , a " z min Jn .
In other words, the outlets of R are y n and the degree two z i vertices. See Example 4.6.
4.2.
Embedded, Irreducible Type A Quivers with Multiple Branches. We now describe the process of attaching 3-cycles to an embedded, irreducible type A quiver R with one branch so that we will obtain a quiver with at least one 3-cycle T having a 3-cycle attached to each vertex of T . We will refer to such 3-cycles as branching 3-cycles. We will also refer to this process of creating a branching 3-cycle as creating a new branch of R. If we attach a 3-cycle to R in such way that we do not create a new branch of R, we say that the attachment continues the current branch of R. It is clear from the discussion above that we can only create a new branch of R by attaching a downward-pointing 3-cycle to R at z i where i ă n.
Suppose that R has outlets a 1 , . . . , a where, as above, i ă j if and only if a i ą a j in the standard ordering. Let ta i1 , . . . , a ir u denote the outlets where a ij " z ij and z ij is from some downward-pointing 3-cycle T ij ‰ T n . Note that pa i1 , . . . , a ir q " pa 3 , . . . , a q. Then creating a new branch of R by attaching a downward-pointing 3-cycle at a j with j P r3, s gives the quiver R Y aj T n`1 whose outlets are
when a j ‰ a p" z 2 q and are
when a j " a . Roughly speaking, creating a new branch kills any outlets "northeast" of where the new branch was created.
Example 4.6. Here we give an example of creating a new branch and how this affects the outlets of a quiver with a single branch. Let Q denote the (embedded) full subquiver on the vertices of T 1 , . . . , T 10 shown below. Then the outlets of Q are a 1 " 20, a 2 " 21, a 3 " 13, a 4 " 9, a 5 " 7, a " a 6 " 5. To illustrate we have circled the outlets below. By attaching T 11 to Q to obtain Q Y 7 T 11 , we are creating a new branch of Q. The outlets of
Note that as another option we could have attached T 11 at 9, but to draw Q Y 9 T 11 in such a way that T 11 does not overlap with T 6 we would need to make T 11 more narrow than the other 3-cycles in Q Y 9 T 11 . 
We can continue to attach 3-cycles to R Y aj T n`1 . If we attach a 3-cycle T n`2 to b 1 or b 2 , we are continuing the current branch of R Y aj T n`1 . Thus the quiver S obtained from R Y aj T n`1 by attaching finitely many 3-cycles T n`2 , . . . , T m such that each 3-cycle continues its current branch will have outlets on the new branch given by c 1 :" z m , c 2 :" y m , c 3 :" z max Jn`1,m , . . . , c k :" z max Jn`1,mztipc3q,...,ipc k´1 qu , . . . , c 1 :" z min Jn`1,m for some 1 if T m is upward-pointing and will have outlets c 1 :" y m , c 2 :" z m , c 3 :" z max Jn`1,m , . . . , c k :" z max Jn`1,mztipc3q,...,ipc k´1 qu , . . . , c 1 :" z min Jn`1,m for some 1 if T m is downward-pointing. If a j ‰ a , then S will also have the outlets
outside of the new branch. We can also create a new branch of RY aj T n`1 and obtain S "`R Y aj T n`1˘Ybj 1 T n`2 with j 1 P r3, ´j`2s and with outlets c 1 :" y n`2 and c 2 :" z n`2 and with additional outlets
Now suppose we have an embedded quiver R with n 3-cycles built according to these rules. As above, we observe that the 3-cycles that make up R inherit a labeling by rns from the construction of R. Thus R consists of 3-cycles T 1 , . . . , T n . For such a quiver R we will call this labeling of the 3-cycles of R the standard labeling. Unless otherwise stated, we will assume that we are using the standard labeling. Note that now we can naturally extend the standard ordering on vertices to embedded, irreducible type A quivers with multiple branches.
We can partition any embedded, irreducible type A quiver Q into a collection of branches where only the last 3-cycle of each branch is allowed to be a branching 3-cycle and each branch ends in this way or with a leaf 3-cycle. More precisely, let tT i1 , . . . , T i k u be the branching 3-cycles of Q where s ă t if and only if i s ă i t . A branch of Q is a full subquiver on the vertices of a collection of 3-cycles tT j1 , . . . , T j u where s ă t if and only if j s ă j t that satisfies one of the following
for some j and m where T m is a leaf 3-cycle
for some j and m where T j is attached to a branching 3-cycle, call it, T ij 0 such that z ij 0 " x j j 1 " j, j 2 " j`1, . . . , j " m for some j and m where T j is attached to a branching 3-cycle, call it, T ij 0 such that z ij 0 " x j and T m is a leaf 3-cycle and such that only T j can be a branching 3-cycle. It is easy to see that the branches of Q form a partition of the set of 3-cycles of Q, although adjacent branches will share vertices. We order the branches of Q in the following way. If S and S 1 are branches of Q we say S ă S 1 if minti P rns : T i is a 3-cycle in Su ă minti P rns : T i is a 3-cycle in S 1 u.
We will refer to this ordering as the standard ordering on the branches of Q. Henceforth, we define B to be the set of branches of Q and we will write B " tSp1q, Sp2q, . . . , Spmqu where i ă j if and only if Spiq ă Spjq in the standard ordering and in this case we will say that Spiq is a higher branch than Spjq. We will refer to Spjq as the j th branch of Q.
Denote the outlets of R by a 1 , . . . , a where i ă j if and only if a i ą a j in the standard ordering. We can attach additional 3-cycles to R using the above rules and the resulting quiver R Y ai T n`1 will have outlets
Example 4.7. Let R denote the quiver below. In R, n " 15 and T 4 and T 10 are branching 3-cycles. Here Sp1q is the full subquiver of R on the vertices of T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , and T 4 , Sp2q is the full subquiver of R on the vertices of T 5 and T 6 , Sp3q is the full subquiver on the vertices of T 7 , T 8 , T 9 , T 10 , Sp4q is the full subquiver on the vertices of T 11 , T 12 , T 13 , T 14 and Sp5q is the full subquiver on the vertices of T 15 . The outlets of R are circled. 
In addition, consider R Y 5 T 16 obtained from R by attaching T 16 at outlet 5 in R. The outlets of R Y 5 T 16 will be y 16 and z 16 with all other outlets removed.
Remark 4.8. If Q is an embedded, irreducible type A quiver with more than one 3-cycle, then once a leaf 3-cycle is chosen to be the root 3-cycle, the planar embedding is completely determined by the rules given above.
Associated Mutation Sequences
In this section we work with a given embedded, irreducible type A quiver Q with respect to a fixed root 3-cycle T . We construct a mutation sequence of Q that we will call the associated mutation sequence of Q. Later we state some results regarding associated mutation sequences.
5.1. Definition of Associated Mutation Sequences. Here we will denote the associated mutation sequence of Q by µ or by µ Q if it is not clear from context which quiver is being mutated. We assume that Q consists of the 3-cycles T 1 , . . . , T n under the standard labeling. Before defining associated mutation sequence of Q, we present some terminology.
Notation 5.1. Let T k be a 3-cycle of Q. Define the special upward-pointing 3-cycle before T k , denoted T rpkq , to be T k if T k is upward-pointing. If T k is downward-pointing, then there exists a sequence pT i1 , . . . , T i d q of downward-pointing 3-cycles with T i1 " T k such that locally Q looks like
. . .
where degpy ij q P t2, 4u for all j P rds. We define T rpkq to be the unique upward-pointing 3-cycle appearing in this local picture. We call the sequence pT i1 , . . . , T i d q the path between T k and T rpkq . Since the path between T k and T rpkq depends on k, we will often write it as pT ipkq1 , . . . , T ipkq dpkq q.
If T k is downward-pointing, pT i1 , . . . , T i d q is the path between T k and T rpkq , degpy rpk" 2, and degpy ij q " 2 for all j P r2, ds, then
If not all y rpkq , y i2 , . . . , y i d are degree 2 vertices, consider y s where s " max tj P trpkq, i 2 , . . . , i d u : degpy j q " 4u .
When s exists, Q locally looks like
if s " i j for some j P r2, ds and where degpy ij 0 q " 2 for all j 0 P r2, j´1s or Q locally looks like
if s " rpkq and where degpy ij 0 q " 2 for all j 0 P r2, ds. Note that in both diagrams above, we have not considered degpy i1 q. Even if degpy i1 q " 4, this will not affect the following definition.
In either case, we define vpkq :" z st . Since z st depends on k, we will often write z s k tpkq to emphasize this. We will refer to the sequence pT s k 1 , T s k 2 , . . . , T s k tpkas the twig above T k . Note that in the second diagram we made the 3-cycles T ij smaller than the other 3-cycles shown so that the diagram wouldn't intersect itself.
We now use the above notation to define mutation sequences associated to embedded, irreducible type A quivers.
Definition 5.3. Let Q be an embedded, irreducible type A quiver with respect to root 3-cycle T whose 3-cycles are T 1 , . . . , T n in the standard labeling. Define µ 0 :" µ x1 . For k P rns we define the associated mutation sequence of T k , denoted µ k , as follows. Note that when we write H below we mean the empty mutation sequence. We define
where µ A , µ B , µ C , and µ D are mutation sequences defined in the following way
Now define the associated mutation sequence of Q to be µ :" µ n˝¨¨¨˝µ1˝µ0 .
At times it will be useful to write µ k " µ Apkq˝µBpkq˝µCpkq˝µDpkq .
Example
15 µ 23˝µ13˝µ21˝µ31˝µ30 Thus, we would obtain the associated mutation sequence µ 15˝µ14˝¨¨¨˝µ1˝µ0 corresponding to the Q of Example 4.7.
The following lemma is immediate from the definition of associated mutation sequences.
Lemma 5.5. Fix k P rns. Suppose T k is downward-pointing in Q and that pT ipkq1 , . . . , T ipkq dpkis the path between T k and T rpkq in Q. Then µ Bpkq " µ Bpipkqj q for all j P rdpkqs and µ Bpkq " µ Bprpkqq .
Lemma 5.6. If Q is an embedded, irreducible type A quiver with associated mutation sequence µ " µ n˝¨¨¨μ
1˝µ0
, then the mutation sequence µ Dp1q˝µ0 appearing in µ 1˝µ0 is a green mutation sequence. Furthermore, for each k P r2, ns, µ Dpkq is a green mutation sequence of´µ k´1˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯´p Q¯.
Proof. The sequence µ Dp1q˝µ0 is green because in p Q, no vertices have been mutated yet. Similarly, iń µ k´1˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯´p Q¯neither y k nor z k have been mutated yet so µ Dpkq is green.
Main Theorem 5.7. If Q is an embedded, irreducible type A quiver with respect to a root 3-cycle T 1 with associated mutation sequence µ, we have µ P green pQq.
To prove Theorem 5.7 we need to show that all mutations of µ take place at green vertices and that µ p Q has only red mutable vertices. Lemma 5.6 shows that many of the mutations appearing in µ take place at green vertices. We will need some additional tools to show that the remaining mutations occur at green vertices and to show that µ p Q has only red vertices.
Remark 5.8. For a given irreducible type A quiver, the length of µ depends on the choice of leaf 3-cycle. Let Q denote the following irreducible type A quiver c c
Embedding Q with respect to the 3-cycle 1,2,3 gives the quiver Q 1 shown below on the left and embedding Q with respect to the 3-cycle 5, 6, 7 gives the quiver Q 2 shown below on the right. 
Then the associated mutations of Q 1 and Q 2 are
Furthermore, the maximal green sequence produced by Theorem 5.7, i.e. the associated mutation sequence of an embedded, irreducible type A quiver, is not a minimal length maximal green sequence. For example, it is easy to check that ν " µ 3˝µ1˝µ4˝µ3˝µ7˝µ6˝µ2˝µ5˝µ1˝µ4˝µ7 is a maximal green sequence of Q, which is of length less than µ Q1 or µ Q2 .
5.2.
Mutation sequences for general type A quivers. We note that if Q is a general type A quiver, then by Corollary 3.9, we may decompose Q as a t-colored direct sum of irreducible type A quivers tQ 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q k u. In other words,
pb1j ,b2j ,...,b pd j ,jpa1j ,a2j ,...,a pd j ,jQ 1 j`1 for 2 ď j ď k´1, and
Choose an embedding in the plane, Q i , for each such Q i and by Theorem 5.7, there is a maximal green sequence µ i for x Q i . By applying Proposition 3.13 iteratively, we obtain µ " µ k˝¨¨¨˝µ2˝µ1 is a maximal green sequence of p Q. See examples of such decompositions, for quivers of more general surfaces, in Section 8.1.
Preparations for the Proof of Theorem 5.7
Thus far in this paper, we have discussed quiver mutation. For every quiver Q, one can also associate a skew-symmetric matrix B Q and define a matrix mutation that is an algebraic phrasing of quiver mutation. First off, we define B Q by pB Q q ij " #tx ‰ . We call the lefthand side of matrices B Q the exchangeable part and the righthand sides the extended part.
For non-frozen vertex k P pQq 0 , we then define the mutation of B Q " rb ij s as µ k pB Q q " rb 1 ij s where
6.1. Associated Permutations. In this section, we work with a fixed embedded, irreducible type A quiver Q with N vertices and with respect to a root 3-cycle T 1 . We write µ for the mutation sequence associated to Q. As we mutate Q along µ, we will see in Section 7 that for each i P rns the sequence µ i˝¨¨¨˝µ0 is a maximal green sequence of the full subquiver of Q on the vertices of the 3-cycles T 1 , . . . , T i , denoted Q i . As such, the sequence µ i˝¨¨¨˝µ0 induces a permutation of the vertices of Q i . In this section, we associate to each initial segment µ i˝¨¨¨˝µ0 in µ a permutation σ i and we will see in Section 7 that this is permutation induced by the maximal green sequence µ i˝¨¨¨˝µ0 of Q i . In this section, we also prove some results related to these permutations that will be useful in the proof of our main result. For each µ i appearing in µ we define a permutation τ i P S pQq0 -S N associated to µ i where S pQq0 denotes the symmetric group on the vertices of Q. In the special case where i " 0, we let τ 0 :" 1 S pQq 0 where 1 S pQq 0 denotes the identity permutation. Then for i ě 1 where µ i " µ i d˝¨¨¨˝µ i1 we define τ i :" pi 2 , . . . , i d q in cycle notation. Note that i 1 " y k . We also define
as τ 0 is the identity permutation. We call τ i the permutation associated to µ i , and we call σ i the permutation associated to µ i˝¨¨¨˝µ0 . Some examples of the action of τ k on vertices are shown below. Note that we have suppressed the orientations of the 3-cycles.
We now show how the permutations σ i act on vertices of Q. We begin by showing that elements of supp´µ Cpkq˝µDpkq¯z ty k u (Lemma 6.1) and elements of supp´µ Bpkq¯( Lemma 6.3) are fixed by τ for certain P rns. Using these Lemmas, we then show how σ k acts on supp´µ k¯z ty k u (Lemma 6.4) and how it acts on y k (Corollary 6.6).
The proof of Lemma 6.1 (respectively, Lemma 6.3) amounts to showing that when T k is downward-pointing x ipkqj ‰ vprp q´1q, vp q for all j P rdpkqs (respectively, vprpkq´1q ‰ vprp q´1q, vp q for all j P rdpkqs) where T is "northeast" of the path between T k and T rpkq . The following notation makes the notion of "northeast" more precise.
Let k P rns where degpz k q " 2. We define A pkq to be the set of s P rns such that there exists j P rdpkqs and a sequence of 3-cycles T ipkqj , T ipkqj`1 , . . . , T s or a sequence T rpkq , T rpkq`1 , . . . , T s such that the full subquiver of Q on the vertices of these 3-cycles is connected.
Lemma 6.1. Let k P rns where degpz k q " 2. Then for any v P supp´µ Cpkq˝µDpkq¯a nd any P pA pkq Y rksq z´trpkqu Y supp´µ Cpkq¯¯w e have that v¨τ " v.
Proof. It is clear that z k¨τ " z k for all P pA pkq Y rksq z´trpkqu Y supp´µ Cpkq¯¯. This proves the result when T k is upward-pointing so we can assume T k is downward-pointing.
If ă rpkq, then x ipkqj¨τ " x ipkqj because supp´µ ¯X tx ipkq1 , . . . , x ipkq dpkq u " H. Thus it is enough to prove that x ipkqj¨τ " x ipkqj for all P pA pkq Y rrpkq, ksq ztrpkq, ipkq 1 , . . . , ipkq dpkq u and all j P rdpkqs.
It is clear that x ipkqj R supp´µ Cp q˝µDp q¯s o we need to show that x ipkqj ‰ vprp q´1q, vp q for all j P rdpkqs. If rp q´1 R tipkq 1 , . . . , ipkq dpkq , rpkqu, then vprp q´1q R tx ipkq1 , . . . , x ipkq dpkq , x rpkq u so we can assume rp q´1 P tipkq 1 , . . . , ipkq dpkq , rpkqu. In this situation, vprp q´1q " x rpkq ‰ x ipkqj for all j P rdpkqs.
Similarly, since R tipkq 1 , . . . , ipkq dpkq , rpkqu, we have that vp q R tx ipkq1 , . . . , x ipkq dpkq , x rpkq u. Thus x ipkqj¨τ " x ipkqj and z ipkq1¨τ " z ipkq1 for all P pA pkq Y rksq ztrpkq, ipkq 1 , . . . , ipkq dpkq u and for all j P rdpkqs.
Remark 6.2. Lemma 6.1 says that any vertex of Q of the form x ipkqj or z ipkq1 for some k P rns and j P rdpkqs will be fixed by any τ where T is "northeast" of the path determined between T k and T rpkq . Lemma 6.3. Let k P rns where degpz k q " 2. Suppose T k is downward-pointing in Q and pT ipkq1 , . . . , T ipkq dpkis the path between T k and T rpkq . Then vprpipkq j q´1q¨τ " vprpipkq j q´1q for all P pA pkq Y rrpkq, ksq ztrpkq, ipkq 1 , . . . , ipkq dpkq u and all j P rdpkqs.
Proof. We know that vprpipkq j q´1q " vprpkq´1q for all j P rdpkqs so it is enough to show that vprpkq´1q R To see that vprpkq´1q ‰ vprp q´1q, note that rpkq ă . Note that this implies that rpkq ă rp q because the closest that T rp q can be to the path pT ipkq1 , . . . , T ipkq dpkis when T rp q is one of the dotted 3-cycles shown below (more precisely, the closest that T rp q can be to the path is when T rp q " T x ipkqs`1 for some s P rdpkqs where degpy ipkqs q " 4 or T rp q " T rpkq`1 where degpy rpk" 4). Thus rpkq´1 ă rpkq ď rp q´1 so vprp q´1q belongs to T s where s ě rpkq and vprpkq´1q belongs to T t where t ď rpkq´1. If s " rpkq and t " rpkq´1, then vprp q´1q " x rpkq ‰ x rpkq´1 " vprpkq´1q.
To see that vprpkq´1q ‰ vp q, note that vprpkq´1q belongs to T t where t ď rpkq´1 and vp q belongs to T s where s ě rpkq`1 where this last inequality holds because we showed that rp q ą rpkq in the previous paragraph.
The next Lemma describes how σ k acts on vertices in supp´µ k¯z ty k u. The following two figures show some examples of the action of σ k described in Lemma 6.4.
If rpkq ą 1 and T k is downward-pointing,
We have that vpkq¨σ k " z k (Recall that vpkq " z s k tpkq or x rpkq .).
v)
If rpkq " 1 and T k is downward-pointing, for j P " 1,
]ı we have x ipkqj¨σk " x ipkq dpkq`1´j and x ipkq dpkq`1´j¨σ k " x ipkqj .
If rpkq ą 1 and T k is downward-pointing, j P " 2,
]ı we have x ipkqj¨σk " x ipkq dpkq`2´j and x ipkq dpkq`2´j¨σ k " x ipkqj .
Proof. For part iq, we have
(by the definition of τ k and (possibly) Lemma 6.1) " x ipkq dpkq¨σ rpkq (using Lemma 6.1 repeatedly and the definition of τ ipkqj )
We know from the definition of associated mutation sequence that µ vprpkq´1q " µ Aprpkq´1q so
where the last equality holds because z rpkq´1 R supp´µ rpkq´2˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯.
Also, x 1¨σk " z k¨σk´1 " z k where the last equality holds because z k R supp´µ k´1˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯. For part iiq, we have x k¨σk " x ipkq dpkq¨τ ipkq dpkq σ ipkq dpkq´1 (using Lemma 6.1 and the definition of τ ipkqj ) " vprpkq´1q¨σ ipkq dpkq´1
(using Lemma 5.5 and µ B ‰ H as rpkq ą 1.)
(since T rpkq is upward-pointing and vprpkqq " x rpk" x rpkq¨σrpkq´2 (x rpkq " y rpkq´1 ) " x rpkq´xrpkq R supp´µ rpkq´2˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯¯.
For part iiiq, we have vprpkq´1q¨σ k " vpkq¨σ k´1 . We need to consider the case when k´1 " ipkq 2 and the case when k´1 ą ipkq 2 . If k´1 " ipkq 2 , we have
where the last equality holds because x k R supp´µ k´2˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯. Now suppose k´1 ą ipkq 2 . For simplicity of notation we let T s denote the 3-cycle containing the vertex vpkq. Then we can also write z s " vpkq. Now we have z s¨σk´1 " z s¨σs (by repeatedly using Lemma 6.1) " z rpsq´1 (using Lemma 6.4 iq)
To prove part ivq, observe that vpkq¨σ k " z k¨σk´1 " z k where the last equality holds because z k R supp´µ k´1˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯.
Next, we prove part vq when rpkq ą 1. The proof when rpkq " 1 is analogous. We have
(using Lemma 5.5) " vprpkq´1q¨σ ipkq 2`dpkq´j (using Lemma 6.3) " vpipkq 2`dpkq´j q¨σ ipkq 2`dpkq´j´1 . We need to consider the case when ipkq 2`dpkq´j´1 " ipkq 3`dpkq´j and the case when ipkq 2`dpkq´j´1 ą ipkq 3`dpkq´j . If ipkq 2`dpkq´j´1 " ipkq 3`dpkq´j , then we have vpipkq 2`dpkq´j q¨σ ipkq 3`dpkq´j " z ipkq 3`dpkq´j¨σ ipkq 3`dpkq´j´1 " x ipkq 2`dpkq´j¨σ ipkq 3`dpkq´j´1 " x ipkq 2`dpkq´j .
If ipkq 2`dpkq´j´1 ą ipkq 3`dpkq´j , then vpipkq 2`dpkq´j q " z s where s :" s ipkq 2`dpkq´j tpipkq 2`dpkq´j q . Thus we have
The proof that x ipkq dpkq`2´j¨σ k " x ipkqj is similar.
The next two results describe the action of σ´1 k´1 and σ´1 k on y rpkq , y ipkq1 , . . . , y ipkq dpkq . Stating these results using inverses of associated permutations will make it more clear how we apply them in the proof of Lemma 7.1.
Lemma 6.5. Fix k P rns. Suppose T k is downward-pointing in Q and that pT ipkq1 , . . . , T ipkq dpkis the path between T k and T rpkq . Then for each j P rdpkqs there exists K P rns such that
: degpy rpk" degpz rpk" 4 and
Proof. We will prove the result for y ipkqj where j P rdpkqs and the proof for y rpkq is very similar. If degpy ipkqj q " 2, then y ipkqj¨σ´1 " y ipkqj because, in general, y i¨σ´1 s " y i for all i, s P rns when degpy i q " 2. Next, assume that degpy ipkqj q " 4 and degpz ipkqj q " 2. Then we have
where the last equality holds by Lemma 6.3. Now assume that degpy ipkqj q " degpz ipkqj q " 4. Since degpz ipkqj q " 4, there exists K P rns such that degpz K q " 2 and ipkq j`1 " rpKq. Thus we have
where the last equality follows from Lemma 6.4 iiq. Now Lemma 6.1 implies that in both cases we have y ipkqjσ´1 k´1 " x K .
To prove the result for y rpkq , the integer K is defined analogously.
Corollary 6.6. Fix k P rns. Suppose T k is downward-pointing and that pT ipkq1 , . . . , T ipkq dpkis the path between T k and T rpkq . Then y rpkq¨σ´1 k " y rpkq¨σ´1 k´1 and y ipkqj¨σ´1 k " y ipkqj¨σ´1 k´1 for all j P rdpkqs.
Proof. Using the identities proved in Lemma 6.5 and the fact that τ´1 k fixes y rpkq , x rpkq , x K , y ipkqj , vprpipkq j q´1q, and x K for all j P rdpkqs, we obtain the desired result.
6.2. T k -Matrices and R k Subquivers. Let Q denote an embedded, irreducible type A quiver. It may happen that in´µ k˝¨¨¨˝µ1˝µ0¯´p Q¯some of the 3-cycles of Q besides T k`1 have been partially mutated. That is, there may exist 3-cycles T m1 , . . . , T ms such that in´µ k˝¨¨¨˝µ1˝µ0¯´p Q¯the vertex x mi has been mutated, but no other vertices of T mi have been mutated. With this in mind, define a set T of 3-cycles of Q by T :" tT m : T m is downward-pointing and is connected to some branching 3-cycle T such that z " x m u and for each k P rns define
Write T k " tT m1 , . . . , T ms u where we label the elements of T k in the way that agrees with the standard labeling of 3-cycles. Let R k denote the full, embedded subquiver of Q on the vertices of the 3-cycles in the set R k :" tT k`2 , . . . , T n uzT k . Next, define Q k :" tT 1 , . . . , T k u, Q :" Q n , and Q k to be the full, embedded subquiver of Q on the vertices of Q k . The quivers Q k will be useful in the proof of Lemma 7.1. Observe that for each k P rns we have that Q, the set of 3-cycles of Q, decomposes as
where T k may or may not already include T k`1 . Now fix k P rns and consider T m P T k . We let T bpm q denote the branching 3-cycle attached to T m such that z bpm q " x m . Let pT s q denote the twig above T m . Recall that the twig will be "northeast" of T bpm q . Note that s m 1 " bpm q`1 and that if T bpm q is upward-pointing T bpm q " T rpm q . Next, define tpm , kq :" max´rks X ts With the above notation, for each k P rns we associate to T k a skew-symmetric matrix M pT k q P Z Nˆ2N whose rows are indexed by pQq 0 and whose columns are indexed by´p Q¯0. Since the matrix M pT k q will be skew-symmetric, we define it by only writing down the entries below the diagonal. Fix k P rns and let T m P T k be given. Then exactly one of the following cases holds.
Case 1: We have s m tpm q ą bpm q`1, tpm , kq exists and is less than tpm q (the twig above T m has been partially mutated).
Case 2: We have s m tpm q ě bpm q`1, tpm , kq exists and equals tpm q (the twig above T m has been fully mutated).
Case 3: We have s m tpm q ě bpm q`1 and tpm , kq does not exist. Equivalently, by Remark 6.7, we have s m tpm q ě bpm q`1 and bpm q " k (the twig above T m has not been mutated).
The matrix M pT k q is defined by
q and T m P T k satisfies Case 1 or pi, jq " py m , z bpm q`1 q and T m P T k satisfies Case 3 or pi, jq " pz k`1 , x k`1 q and T k`1 is downward-pointing or pi, jq " pz k`1 , vpkqq, T k`1 is upward-pointing, and rpk`1q ‰ 1 0 : otherwise.
We will refer to this matrix as the T k -matrix. We will see later that M pT k q describes the connections between vertices in the set ty k`1 , z k`1 , y m1 , z m1 , . . . , y ms , z ms u and other mutable vertices in´µ k˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯´p Q¯. Below we show four examples of the connections described by M pT k q. The 3-cycle T m in the upper-left (resp. upperright) example satisfies Case 1 (resp. Case 3 ).
vˇˇQpbpm
We show below what cases the elements of T k satisfy for different values of k as we vary T m . In this section, we prove that given an embedded, irreducible type A quiver Q, µ is a maximal green sequence of of Q. Before doing so, we prove a technical lemma (Lemma 7.1) describing the intermediate quivers appearing while applying µ to p Q. As above, we assume that N " #pQq 0 . Recall that Q k denotes the full, embedded subquiver of Q on the vertices of T 1 , . . . , T k . We define Q 0 to be the empty quiver. Also, we define the permutation matrix of σ with a right action on rN s to be M pσq P Z NˆN where
Given a matrix B P Z NˆN , we define Bσ to be the matrix with entries pBσq i,j "B i¨σ,j¨σ .
Below we define some matrices that will be used to describe the extended B-matrices of p Q appearing while applying the associated mutation sequence. Now given k P rn`1s, we define a 3ˆ6 block matrix M k´1 P Z Nˆ2N whose rows are indexed by pQq 0 and whose columns are indexed by´p Q¯0. Within the first row and column of blocks of M k´1 , the rows and columns are indexed by the vertices A :" tx 1 , y 1 , z 1 , y 2 , z 2 , . . . , y k´1 , z k´1 u and ordered using the standard ordering. Within the second row and column of blocks, the rows and columns are indexed by the vertices in B :" ty i , z i : T i P T k´1 Y tT k uuand ordered using the standard ordering restricted to such y i and z i . Within the third row and column of blocks, the rows and columns are indexed by the vertices in C :" ty i , z i : i ě k`1, T i P R k´1 uand ordered using the standard ordering restricted to such y i and z i . The fourth, fifth, and sixth columns of blocks are indexed by A 1 " tx
The fourth, fifth, and sixth columns of blocks are ordered such that the column indexed by u 1 is to the left of the column corresponding to v 1 if and only if the column corresponding to u is to the left of the column corresponding to v. We define
where M pT k´1 qˇˇI ,J denotes the matrix M pT k´1 q restricted to the rows indexed by I and the columns indexed by J. Note that M pT k´1 qˇˇJ ,I "´M pT k´1 qˇˇt I,J . The matrix M pr cpvqq is made up of row vectors r cpvq defined for each vertex v P B by the formula
v " z i for some z i P B 0 : v " y i for some y i P B.
where χ trpiqą1u denotes an indicator function. With this notation, we define for any vertex v P B the c-vector associated to v to be cpvq :" r cpvq`e v 1 . Also, note that by definition M n :" " B Qn σ n´M pσ n q ‰ since R n and T n are empty and thus the quiver corresponding to M n is isomorphic to q Q. We will see that as we mutate p Q along µ, the matrix M pT k´1 qˇˇA ,B will encode connections between green and red vertices in´µ k´1˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯´p Q¯, while the matrices M pT k´1 qˇˇB ,B and M pT k´1 qˇˇB ,C will encode connections between pairs of green vertices not both belonging to R k´1 in´µ k´1˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯´p Q¯.
Lemma 7.1. Given an embedded, irreducible type A quiver Q with associated mutation sequence µ " µ n˝¨¨¨˝µ0 .
Then for all k P r0, ns, the matrix´µ k˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯`B p Q˘" M k .
Remark 7.2. Let v be any mutable vertex of pQq 0 and let R P Mut´p Q¯be given. By Lemma 4.1, if we regard v as a mutable vertex in R, then #tx α Ñ v P pRq 1 for some x P pRq 0 u ď 2 #tv α Ñ x P pRq 1 for some x P pRq 0 u ď 2.
Proof of Lemma 7.1. For k " 0, a direct calculation shows that µ 0 B p Q " M 0 . Now suppose the statement holds for 0, . . . , k´1 and we will show that it holds for k.
So we have´µ k´1˝¨¨¨˝µ0¯´B p Q¯" M k´1 . Suppose T k is downward-pointing with rpkq ą 1 and that locally Q looks like the quiver below with dpkq ě 2. Although, T rpkq´1 is upward-pointing, we will see that the proof does not depend on this.¨x
It is possible that any of z rpkq´1 , y k , or z k have degree 2. In these cases the computation that must be done is a specialization of that which we show below so it is enough to assume that z rpkq´1 , y k , and z k have degree 4. There are no additional degree restrictions on vertices in this figure. It will also be useful to set k 1 :" ipkq 2 so that we can avoid writing ipipkq 2 q j where j P rdpipkq 2 qs.
We include several local configurations of quivers below. In these quivers, we will color mutable vertices green or red accordingly.
The first mutation appearing in µ k occurs at y k . We claim that the quiver of M k´1 locally looks like the left quiver shown below (in the picture below we are not imposing the usual embedding) and that it is transformed as is shown below by µ y k . To see this, note that the 3-cycle y k , y k`1 , z k`1 exists and there are no other arrows between any of these vertices by referring to the matrices M pT k´1 qˇˇC ,B and B R k´1 . The matrix M pT k´1 qˇˇB ,A tells us that y k has exactly the connections shown below with vertices in A. The matrix M pr cpvqq tells us that y k is only connected to y 1 k as shown below. Lastly, since vpkq P A and y k`1 , z k`1 P C, there are no arrows connecting vpkq with either of these vertices. It is clear that the quiver of M k´1 is transformed as desired.
Next, we mutate at z k . We claim that the quiver of µ y k pM k´1 q locally looks like the left quiver shown below and that µ z k transforms the quiver of µ y k pM k´1 q in the following way. Below, we use the notation supppcpz k qqztz 1 rpkq´1 u to emphasize that the each element in the set supppcpz k qqztz 1 rpkq´1 u has the same connections to z k in the left diagram and the same connections x k and z ipkq0 (and the same connections to z k but with the arrows reversed) in the right diagram.
To see that locally the quiver of µ y k pM k´1 q looks like the left quiver above, first, observe that the 3-cycle x k , z k , y m exists and that there are no other arrows between any of these vertices by referring to the matrices M pT k´1 qˇˇB ,A and M pT k´1 qˇˇB ,B . Next, the 3-cycle z k , y ipkq0 , z ipkq0 exists and there are no other arrows between any of these vertices by referring to the matrices M pT k´1 qˇˇC ,B and B R k´1 . Next, by referring to the matrix M pr cpvqq and by the fact that we have not mutated z k in the quiver of µ y k pM k´1 q, we see that z k has exactly the connections with frozen vertices shown in the left quiver above. Lastly, there is exactly one arrow from z 1 rpkq´1 to x k in the quiver of µ y k pM k´1 q. To see this, we show by the following computation that the automorphism of p Q k´1 determined by σ k´1 sends x k to z rpkq´1 . We have
(by Lemma 6.4 iq) " z rpkq´1 . Observe that supp`cpz ipkq0 q˘" supp pcpz kY tz ipkq0 u and no other mutations appearing in µ k will affect the connections between z ipkq0 and elements of supppcpz k qqztz 1 rpkq´1 u shown in the right diagram so in the quiver of µ k pM k´1 q the vertex z ipkq0 will have the desired associated c-vector. Also, note that T m , T ipkq0 P T k and by referring to the right diagram we see that the 3-cycle ty m , z k , z ipkq0 u is as described in M pT k q.
To compute M 1 :" pµ x k˝µ z k˝µ y k q pM k´1 q, we must first determine the connections between mutable vertices and x k in the quiver of pµ z k˝µ y k q pM k´1 q . As an aside, we will denote the intermediate matrices by a "roman" M j with j P rdpkqs Y tvprpkq´1q, vpkqu from here on out. By Lemma 6.4, we have
(by Lemma 6.4 iq) " z rpkq´1 .
From this computation we see that y rpkq´1¨σ´1 k´1 and x rpkq´1¨σ´1 k´1 are the only vertices of pQ k´1 q 0 connected to x k in the quiver of pµ z k˝µ y k q pM k´1 q . Next, we have
(by Lemma 6.1) " x ipkq2 . Thus the quiver of pµ z k˝µ y k q pM k´1 q locally looks like the left diagram below and is transformed by µ x k in the following way.
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R R u u P P Next, we compute M 2 :" µ x ipkq 2 M 1 . As in the previous paragraph, we compute x ipkq2¨σk´1 to find the mutable vertices of pQ k´1 q 0 connected to x ipkq2 in the quiver of M 1 . By the computation on the previous page and the fact that x rpkq " y rpkq´1 , we have that x ipkq2¨σk´1 " y rpkq1 " x rpkq . Now since x rpkq´1¨σ´1 k´1 is not connected to x ipkq2 in the quiver of M 1 and since the 3-cycle x ipkq2 , y ipkq0 , x k appears in the quiver of M 1 , we know from Remark 7.2 that the only other vertices connected to x ipkq2 in the quiver of M 1 are y rpkq¨σ´1 k´1 and z rpkq¨σ´1 k´1 . Observe that
(by Lemma 6.1) " x ipkq3 .
Thus the quiver of M 1 locally looks like the left diagram below and is transformed by µ x ipkq 2 as follows.
By doing analogous computations, we have that for any s P r2, dpkq´1s, the quiver of M s´1 :" µ x ipkq s´1 M s´2 is transformed by µ ipkqs as follows.
where t ranges over r0, s´2s. Furthermore, by analogous computations, we have that the quiver of M dpkq´1 :" µ x ipkq dpkq´1 M dpkq´2 is transformed by µ ipkq dpkq in the following way
x ipkq dpkq y ipkq0
x ipkq dpkq´1
y ipkq3¨σ´1 k´1 vprpkq´1q
where t ranges over r0, dpkq´2s. To see that vprpkq´1q is connected to x ipkq dpkq as shown in the left diagram, observe that
(by Lemma 6.3) " vprpkq´1q
(by Lemma 5.5).
Next, we compute M vprpkq´1q :" µ vprpkq´1q M dpkq . Before doing so, we show that x k¨σ´1 k´1 " vpkq. If k 1 " k´1, then x k¨σ´1 k´1 " z k1¨σ´1 k1 " vpk 1 q " vpkq. Now suppose k 1 ă k´1. Here there exists K P rns such that degpz K q " 2 and rpKq " k 1`1 . Now we have
where the last equality holds by Lemma 6.4 iiq. Now Lemma 6.1 implies that in both cases we have x k¨σ´1 k´1 " vpkq as z K " vpkq.
Also, note that for t ranging over r0, dpkq´1s we have supppcpz k qqztz In this section, we give an example to show how our results provide explicit maximal green sequences for quivers that are not of type A. We also mention ideas we have for further research.
8.1. Maximal Green Sequences for Cluster Algebras from Surfaces. The following example shows how our formulas for maximal green sequences for type A quivers can be used to give explicit formulas for maximal green sequences for cluster algebras from surfaces arising from certain types of triangulations.
Example 8.1. Consider the surface S with triangulation ∆ shown below on the left. The surface is a oncepunctured pair of pants with triangulation ∆ " ∆ 1 \ ∆ 2 \ tη, , ζu where α 1 , α 2 , α 3 P ∆ 1 and β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , ν P ∆ 2 . We assume that the boundary arcs b i with i P r5s contain no marked points except for those shown below. The other boundary arcs may contain any number of marked points. Let Q denote the quiver determined by ∆ and let v δ P pQq 0 denote the vertex corresponding to arc δ P ∆. Qi for i " 1, 2. Since R is acyclic, we can define µ R to be any sequence of mutations where each mutation occurs at a source (for instance, put µ R " µ v ˝µ v ζ˝µ vη ). Then µ R is clearly a maximal green sequence of R. Thus µ R˝µQ2˝µQ1 is a maximal green sequence of Q.
Suppose that ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 are given by the triangulations shown above in the figure on the right. Then we have that Q 1 and Q 2 are the quivers shown below where we think of the irreducible parts of
8.4. Classification of Maximal Green Sequences. Note that maximal green sequences of a quiver Q can be thought of as maximal chains (from the unique source to the unique sink) in the oriented exchange graph [4, Section 2]. In the case that Q is of type A, the exchange graph is an orientation of the 1-skeleton of the associahedron. The oriented exchange graph is especially nice in the case when Q is acyclic. For example, it is the Hasse graph of the Tamari lattice in the case Q is linear and equioriented and it is the Hasse graph of a Cambrian lattice (in the sense of Reading [12] ) otherwise [10, Section 3] . In particular, this means that we consider the finite Coxeter group G whose Dynkin Diagram is the unoriented version of Q and a choice of Coxeter element c compatible with the orientation of Q and then maximal green mutation sequences are in bijection with maximal chains in the Cambrian lattice, a quotient of the weak Bruhat order on G. Note, that this bijection is studied further in [11] where each c-sortable word is shown to correspond to a green sequence.
To indicate the difficulty of describing the set of maximal green sequences once we consider quivers with cycles, we focus on the A 3 case here. In the case where Q is a 3-cycle (with 1 Ñ 2, 2 Ñ 3, 3 Ñ 1), there is not a corresponding Cambrian congruence that one can apply to the weak Bruhat order on the symmetric group G " S 4 to obtain the desired Hasse diagram. In particular, the corresponding Cambrian lattice is constructed from the geometry of the affineÃ 2 root system instead of from a finite Coxeter group. Intersecting this coarsening of the Coxeter Lattice with the Tits Cone yields 11 regions rather than the 14 we obtain in the acyclic case [13] .
Nonetheless, we can still compute maximal green sequences in this case, and see that they are indeed the set of oriented paths through a certain orientation of the 1-skeleton of the associahedron. There are six possible maximal green sequences of length 4: µ 1˝µ2˝µ3˝µ1 , µ 2˝µ3˝µ1˝µ2 , µ 3˝µ1˝µ2˝µ3 , µ 1˝µ3˝µ2˝µ1 , µ 2˝µ1˝µ3˝µ2 , and µ 3˝µ2˝µ1˝µ3 . Applying the relation µ j˝µi Ñ µ j˝µi˝µj to the first three of these, we get three maximal green sequences of length 5: µ 1˝µ2˝µ3˝µ1˝µ3 , µ 2˝µ3˝µ1˝µ2˝µ1 , and µ 3˝µ1˝µ2˝µ3˝µ2 . As in Figure  22 of [4] , there are no other maximal green sequences of this quiver.
In an attempt to understand this example in terms of the Coxeter group of type A 3 , i.e. S 4 , we consider the presentation described in [3] for quivers with cycles. In this case, if we let s 1 " p14q, s 2 " p24q, s 3 " p34q, we obtain S Further, if we visualize the order complex of S 4 under this presentation, we obtain a torus (see Example 3.1 of [2] ) rather than a simply-connected surface like the acyclic case and there are no permutations with reduced expression of length 5, hence reduced expressions in this presentation cannot correspond to maximal green sequences. We thank Vic Reiner for bringing his paper with Eric Babson to our attention. Hence, understanding the full collection of maximal green sequences for other quivers with cycles, even those of type A, appears to require more than an understanding of the associated Coxeter groups.
